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Light-induced spin-orbit coupling is a flexible tool to study quantum magnetism with ultracold
atoms. In this work we show that spin-orbit coupled Bose gases in a one-dimensional optical lat-
tice can be mapped into a two-leg triangular ladder with staggered flux following a lowest-band
truncation of the Hamiltonian. The effective flux and the ratio of the tunneling strengths can be
independently adjusted to a wide range of values. We identify a certain regime of parameters where
a hard-core boson approximation holds and the system realizes a frustrated triangular spin ladder
with tunable flux. We study the properties of the effective spin Hamiltonian using the density-
matrix renormalization-group method and determine the phase diagram at half-filling. It displays
two phases: a uniform superfluid and a bond-ordered insulator. The latter can be stabilized only for
low Raman detuning. Finally, we provide experimentally feasible trajectories across the parameter
space of the SOC system that cross the predicted phase transition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spin-orbit coupled Bose and Fermi gases both in the
bulk or loaded in optical lattices are a flexible play-
ground for studying many-body physics and quantum
phase transitions in a controlled manner. By entangling
internal and external degrees of freedom the spin-orbit
coupling (SOC) produced by Raman beams [1, 2] leads
already at the single-particle or at the mean-field levels
to spatially-dependent dressed states with modified dis-
persion relation and spatially dependent interactions [3].
Such behavior can be interpreted in terms of a synthetic
gauge field [4, 5] that can be also density dependent [6].
The successful experimental demonstrations of the
last decade of synthetic one-dimensional (1D) and two-
dimensional (2D) SOC [7–10] have opened interesting
perspectives. In the bulk SOC can stabilize exotic phases
like the stripe phase [11, 12], where translation invariance
is spontaneously broken [13], in analogy with supersolids
very recently realized in dipolar gases [14–16] (see also
[17] for the realization of supersolid-like state in a cav-
ity). Under suitable conditions SOC gives also access to
beyond-mean-field dynamics in weakly interacting dilute
gases [18] (for experimental demonstrations of beyond-
mean-field effects due to competing interactions see [19–
21]) by inducing spin changing collisions in F = 1 BEC
(see [22]) from SU(3)-symmetric density-density interac-
tions that are controllable. Interestingly, SOC combined
with radio-frequency dressing offers a novel mechanism
to achieve subwavelength optical lattices [23].
Combining SOC and optical lattices makes easier to ac-
cess the strongly coupled regimes, and more evident the
connection to quantum magnetism. On the one hand,
the lattice quenches the kinetic term and allows for (rel-
atively) large interactions and Rabi couplings with neg-
ligible losses [24]. On the other hand, the lattice intro-
duces another length scale 1/kL (kL is the lattice beam
wavevector) in addition to the inverse of the Raman mo-
mentum kick 1/kR and thus favors frustration. Such ef-
fect becomes evident when the atomic spin states are
interpreted as sites of a synthetic dimension [25, 26].
Raman coupled spin states in 1D spin independent op-
tical lattices experience a synthetic magnetic flux pro-
portional to kR/kL that leads to the appearance of edge
states in narrow Hofstadter slabs [27], as experimentally
demonstrated in [28–31] (also with atomic momentum
states [32] and with photons [33]). Remarkably, the cor-
respondence between the Hofstadter model [34] in 2D lat-
tices and quasi-1D systems extends also to its topological
properties and quantum Hall response [35] as experimen-
tally demonstrated in [36]. Even more striking, such cor-
respondence extends under proper conditions also when
interactions are included [37, 38].
Bosonic flux ladders are the simplest quasi-1D systems
that realize such correspondence. Already at the single
particle level, they provide a toy model of type-II su-
perconductors [39–41] and display Meissner and Vortex
phases (the latter being the lattice version of the stripe
phase) as first experimentally demonstrated in real-space
ladders in [42]. The interplay between the magnetic flux,
the rung vs leg tunnelings, and interactions in real and
synthetic ladders leads to a variety of interesting phases
and have been extensively studied especially for strong
interactions, see for instance [43–53]. For similar studies
in fermionic ladders see for instance [54–58].
In this work we consider synthetic flux ladders formed
by Raman-dressed spin-1/2 atoms in 1D optical lattices
from a different perspective. We show that, when the
lowest-band approximation holds, they can be mapped
into a two-leg triangular ladder with staggered flux. For
alternative theoretical proposals of synthetic triangular
and zigzag lattices see [59, 60], for an experimental re-
alization in synthetic lattices in momentum space with
constant fluxes see [61]. The parameters of the effec-
tive model, namely, the rung and longitudinal tunnelings
and the strength of the flux, can be widely adjusted by
tuning the laser dressing parameters. Irrespective of the
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2interactions between the spin states, the interactions in
the effective ladder can be onsite. In the experimentally
accessible regime of large separation between the band-
width of the lower band and the gap to the higher band of
the original square ladder, we can access both the weakly
and the strongly interacting regimes of the triangular lad-
der within the validity of the mapping.
Lattices and ladders with triangular geometry have
been widely studied in ultracold atoms [62] especially
in connection to supersolidity [63, 64] and frustrated
quantum magnetism [65]. In triangular translational-
invariant configurations, the presence of complex tun-
nelings naturally gives rise to staggered fluxes, for in-
stance equal to pi. In optical lattices they can be gen-
erated, e.g., by accelerating the lattice potential along a
closed orbit, and employed to study classical magnetism
in experiments with ultracold bosons [66]. In the pres-
ence of strong interactions, such systems offer a promis-
ing route towards the realization of quantum spin liq-
uid phases [67], both in homogeneous gases [68] and in
the presence of an harmonic trapping [69]. Fully frus-
trated, i.e., pi-flux, triangular ladders have been theo-
retically studied at strong coupling in [70–72]. In the
hardcore-boson limit at half filling the corresponding
antiferromagnetic XX-spin model displays a superfluid
phase and a bond-ordered gapped phase separated by
Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–Thouless-(BKT-)type phase tran-
sition [73, 74]. The latter phase is an analogue of the
dimer phase in the Majumdar-Ghosh (MG) model [75].
Here we show that this interesting phase survives also
for fluxes close but different from pi and that it is ex-
perimentally accessible in SOC experiments through the
mapping to the synthetic flux ladder we introduce. In
the latter, the bond-ordered phase appears for (interme-
diate) interactions, Raman couplings, and detunings that
do not seem to have been considered previously in the lit-
erature.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss
the lowest-band approximation in SOC-coupled semisyn-
thetic lattices for spin-S bosons by describing its lowest
band in terms of an effective 1D lattice model for a quasi
particle with complex tunneling terms of various range.
In Sec. III, we specialize in the S = 1/2 case and show
that, for a wide regime of parameters, only first- and
second-neighbor tunnelings become relevant, that is the
rung and leg tunnelings of a triangular ladder. We detail
the mapping and its range of validity and show that with
very good approximation interactions are local in the tri-
angular ladder. In Sec. IV, we study the phase diagram
of the effective triangular ladder in the hard-core-boson
limit and discuss its bond-ordered phase and its exper-
imental accessibility. Finally, we summarize our results
and comment about future developments in Sec. V.
II. TUNABLE LADDER PHYSICS IN 1D
LATTICES WITH SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING
A. Synthetic dimensions in lattices with spin-orbit
coupling
We consider a spin-F spinor gas loaded in a one-
dimensional (1D) spin-independent optical lattice, gen-
erated with a pair of far-detuned counter-propagating
laser beams that intersect with an opening angle θL.
The lattice is characterized by the laser wavelength λL,
which defines the lattice spacing a = pi/kL, with kL =
2pi cos(θL)/λL being the recoil momentum. We consider
a potential depth V0 sufficiently deep so as to consider the
tight-binding approximation, yet shallow enough to avoid
the suppression of nearest-neighbour tunneling. That is,
we consider 5EL < V0 < 10EL, where EL = h̵2k2L/2m is
the recoil energy (here m is the atomic mass).
One-dimensional Rashba-Dresselhaus (RD) spin-orbit
coupling (SOC) is induced in the spinor gas by means
of Raman dressing. Likewise, such dressing is generated
by an additional pair of laser beams with wavelength λR
and opening angle θR, giving an associated Raman re-
coil momentum kR = 2pi cos(θR)/λR. Typically, RD SOC
can be achieved by coupling 2S + 1 of the 2F + 1 states∣F,m⟩ within a given hyperfine manifold of total angular
momentum F , which are separated via Zeeman splitting,
and serve as effective spin states of pseudo-spin m. In
the absence of inter-atomic interactions, the system can
be described by the Hamiltonian [27]
Hn.i. = ∑
n,m
( − te−iγma†n+1,m +Ωma†n,m+1
+ 1
2
∆ma
†
n,m)an,m +H.c., (1)
where a†n,m and an,m are, respectively, the creation
and annihilation operators for the tight-binding mode
at the lattice site n with spin state m. Here, t ∼
4
pi
EL (V0/EL)3/4 e−2(V0/EL) [76] is the tunneling rate be-
tween the nearest-neighbor (NN) modes, Ωm is the Ra-
man coupling strength between levels m and m + 1, ∆m
is an onsite energy shift that depends on the detuning
of the Raman lasers, and γ = 2kRa. The strength of the
Raman dressing is constrained by the tight-binding con-
sideration. To be consistent, the coupling strengths Ωm
are required to be much smaller than the energy splitting
between the tightly-bound states and the rest of single-
particle states, roughly given by t.b. ∼ 2√V0EL .
As noted in [27], such system is equivalent to a 2D
lattice where the internal spin states act as a synthetic
dimension, pierced by an effective magnetic field with flux
φ = γ/2pi. That is, it realizes the Hofstadter model on a
slab and reproduces the main features of magnetic lattice
systems, such as the fractal Hofstadter-butterfly spec-
trum and the chiral edge states of the associated Chern
insulating phases. Interactions in synthetic dimensions
have naturally a long-range character as particles with
3different spins interact locally when they occupy the same
site in the actual 1D lattice. In fact such long-range be-
havior can be alterated or even suppressed, e.g., displac-
ing spatially the spin states as originally proposed in [25],
or considering non-SU(F ) interactions for the spin states
as obtained from Feshbach resonance (see for instance
[19]) or by properly modulating the scattering length as
recently proposed in [77].
By contrast, here we show that, following a truncation
of the single-particle Hilbert space, interesting quasi 1D
structures can be obtained where the interactions and
tunnelings can be controlled by adjusting the dressing
parameters. In our model the synthetic gauge field in-
duced by the Raman kick plays a crucial role. Dressing
with radio-frequency (rf)-couplings that do not transfer
momentum can be still employed to tune the scattering
properties of the gas, as recently experimentally demon-
strated with potassium atoms in [78].
B. Effective quasi-particle from Raman dressing
Hamiltonian (1) is block diagonal in orthogonal quasi-
momentum subspaces
Hn.i. =∑
q
Hq, (2)
with
Hq =∑
m
( − 2t cos (q + γm) +∆m)a˜†q,ma˜q,m+
+∑
m
(Ωm−1a˜†q,m−1a˜q,m +Ω∗m−1a˜†q,ma˜q,m−1) ,
(3)
where we have introduced the Fourier transformed modes
a˜†q,m = 1√L ∑n eiqna†n,m, with L being the total number
of sites in the lattice. Hamiltonian (2) has 2S + 1 bands,
which we label as q,m′ , with m′ ∈ {0,1, ...,2S} (i ≤ j
for i < j), and with associated band modes
b˜†q,m′ =∑
m
Um′,m(q)a˜†q,m. (4)
Here,
U(q) = ∑
m1,m2
Um1+F,m2(q)(a˜†q,m2 ∣0⟩ )( ⟨0∣ a˜q,m1)
is the unitary transformation that relates the dressed
eigenbasis {b˜†q,m′ ∣0⟩}m′ with the uncoupled hyperfine
state basis {a˜†q,m ∣0⟩}m, with Um′,m(q) = ⟨0∣ a˜q,mb˜†q,m′ ∣0⟩.
Without loss of generality, we can assume the coefficients
Uij(q) to be real.
We now restrict ourselves to the regime where the low-
est band can be well separated from the higher energy
bands. This occurs for sufficiently large coupling coef-
ficients Ωm, with a band gap that depends also on the
value of the phase γ. Under these circumstances, the
low-energy landscape of the system is well described by
the truncated Hamiltonian
Hn.i. ≃∑
q
q,0b˜
†
q,0b˜q,0. (5)
We now introduce the inverse Fourier-transformed
truncated basis
b†n ∶= 1√
L
∑
q
e−iqnb˜†q,0. (6)
Substituting (6) into (5) yields
Hn.i. ≃ −∑
n
∑
l
tlb
†
n+lbn, (7)
with
tl = − 1
L
∑
q
e−iqlq,0. (8)
The effective dispersion band q,0 has a shape that de-
pends on the total spin size S and that can be tailored
by adjusting the parameters Ωm, γ and ∆m. Thus, the
strength and relative phase of the different tunneling co-
efficients in the truncated basis, tl, can be manipulated.
Likewise, as long as the energy per particle is much
smaller than the gap between the two bands, the inter-
action Hamiltonian can be re-expressed in the truncated
basis {b†n ∣0⟩}n. For simplicity we will assume SU(F )
symmetric interactions, which is a good approximation,
for instance, for F = 1 87Rb. In the lattice, the tight-
binding interaction Hamiltonian reads
Hint = U
2
∑
n
Nn(Nn − 1) = U
2
(∑
n
N2n −N) , (9)
with
Nn =∑
m
a†n,man,m, (10)
where U is the onsite interaction energy per particle pair
and N is the total number of particles.
From (4) and (6) it follows that
a†n,m = 1√
L
∑
q
e−iqna˜†q,m ≃ 1√
L
∑
q
e−iqnU0,m(q)b˜†q,0
= 1
L
∑
l
⎛⎝∑q eiq(l−n)U0,m(q)⎞⎠ b†l =∑l λ(l)m b†n+l. (11)
In the last equality we have defined the coefficients
λ(l)m ∶= 1L∑q eiqlU0,m(q), (12)
which correspond to the amplitudes of the modes b†n ∣0⟩
at sites n + l. Therefore, we can define the coefficients
Cl,l′ = ∑m λ(l)m (λ(l′)m )∗ and rewrite Nn as
Nn =∑
l,l′ Cl,l
′b†n+lbn+l′ . (13)
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Figure 1. (Color online) Noninteracting energy scales: (a) Energy bands for the case S = 1/2 with Ω = 2t, γ = 0.9pi, and
δ = 0. The arrows indicate the bandwidth δ, which is related to the tunneling strength of the effective quasiparticle, and the
band-gap ∆ that separates the two bands. The lowest band truncation requires that ∆ ≫ U . The color texture represents
the expected value of the spin of the band states. (b) ∆ and δ as a function of γ for Ω = 2t and Ω = 5t. The ratio ∆/δ is
maximized at γ = pi and increases with Ω. (c) ∆ and ∆/δ as a function of Ω at γ = pi. In all figures ∆m = 0.
For weakly coupled gases, the spread of the truncated
modes can be significant, while they become tightly lo-
calized in the strong coupling limit. Thus, at weak cou-
plings the density-density terms in the interaction Hamil-
tonian (9) may include significant higher order terms in
the truncated basis. In practice, however, the lowest-
band truncation demands relatively large Ωm, for which
we can safely truncate the total Hamiltonian to
H ≃∑
n
∑
l
(−tlb†n+lbn + UC0,02 ∑l′ Cl,l′b†nbnb†n+lbn+l′) .
(14)
In this way, following a lowest-band truncation, the
Hamiltonian for a SOC gas in a lattice can be inter-
preted as an effective Hubbard model that may include
long-range complex tunneling terms and non-trivial in-
teractions. In the next sections, we explore the simplest
of these systems, the spin-1/2 case. In Sec. III, we show
that the effective Hamiltonian (14) then describes a tri-
angular ladder with tunable staggered flux. In Sec. IV,
we study its phase diagram and show that through the
mapping we can identify a non-trivial many-body phase
of the original spin-1/2 flux ladder with interactions, a
bond-ordered phase, that was unnoticed.
III. SPIN-1/2: TRIANGULAR LADDER WITH
STAGGERED FLUX
The spin-1/2 can be realized by having only two states
of a hyperfine manifold coupled by Raman transitions,
with the rest being set off resonance via the quadratic
Zeeman shift [2]. In this case, m = ±1/2, and
Hq =(2t sin(γ
2
) sin(q) + δ
2
)σz
− 2t cos(γ
2
) cos(q) +Ωσx, (15)
where σi are the Pauli matrices and δ is the detuning,
∆± = ±δ/2. From (15) it follows that the two bands are
given by
q,± = ±
¿ÁÁÀ(2t sin(γ
2
) sin(q) + δ
2
)2 +Ω2 (16)
− 2t cos(γ
2
) cos(q).
These two bands for the spin-1/2 case are represented
in Fig. 1(a) for Ω = 2t, γ = 0.9pi and δ = 0. For large
enough Raman coupling strength, the bands are sepa-
rated by a gap that we label as ∆ and both have equal
intra-band energy width that we label as δ. Besides the
tight-binding energy t.b, these two quantities define the
energy scales of the effective system at the single-particle
level. In Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c) we plot ∆ as a function
of γ and Ω, respectively. In the vicinity of γ ∼ pi, the
band gap is roughly given by 2Ω. In order to fulfil both
the tight-binding and the lowest-band truncations, we
require t.b. ≫ Ω ≫ U . The bandwidth δ, on the other
hand, is directly related to the strength of the effective
tunnelings tl and it is minimized at γ = pi, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). The ratio between the band gap and the band
width increases fast with Ω (Fig. 1(c)).
By substituting (16) into (8), we retrieve the effective
tunneling coefficients tl = ∣tl∣eiφl . In Fig. 2, we plot ∣tl∣
for l = 1,2,3, and 4, and the relative phase between the
coefficients t1 and t2, ∆φ = φ2 − φ1, as a function of the
Raman phase γ for Ω = t and δ = 0 (a) and δ = 0.75t (b).
In the regimes that we study here, these four terms are
the largest contributions to Hamiltonian (7), excluding
the on-site term proportional to t0. The rest of terms in
(7) can be directly neglected as they are orders of mag-
nitude smaller.The terms proportional to t4, which acts
as a 4-site range tunneling, can be significant with re-
spect to t1 near γ = pi and small δ and Ω. Likewise,
the coefficient t3, which vanishes at zero detuning, can
get comparatively large for moderate values of δ. Still,
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Figure 2. (Color online) Effective triangular ladder with staggered flux:
(a - b) Largest contributions to the non-interacting Hamiltonian (7) for S = 1/2. In solid green, dashed blue,
long-dashed-dotted red, and dashed-dotted purple are plotted, respectively, the absolute value of the tunneling coefficients t1,
t2, t3, and t4, as a function of the Raman flux γ for Ω = t. In dotted yellow, it is plotted the relative phase between t2 and t1,
∆φ. The detuning is set to δ = 0 (a) and δ = 0.75t (b). The tunneling coefficients tl are, in both cases, scaled to the tunneling
energy t. (c) When ∣t4∣ ≪ ∣t1∣, ∣t2∣, the system can be mapped into a triangular ladder with staggered flux Φ = φ2 − 2φ1.
neither t3 nor t4 become dominant in any range of param-
eters. Furthermore, in the relative large Ω regime we are
interested in, such terms can be safely neglected (more
details in Sec. IV). Then, the non-interacting Hamilto-
nian is simply given by
Hn.i. = −∑
n
(t1b†n+1bn + t2b†n+2bn) +H.c. (17)
In this way, the system becomes analogous to a triangu-
lar ladder configuration with gauge invariant staggered
flux ±Φ = ±(φ2 − 2φ1), as schematically represented in
Fig. 2(c). The staggered flux ∣Φ∣ depends on the Raman
detuning δ and γ, and for δ ≠ 0 it ranges from 0 when
γ = (2k + 1)pi to pi when γ = (2k)pi, with k ∈ Z. When
δ = 0, Φ can only take the values ±pi, which is equivalent
to have a uniform flux of pi across the ladder. In the
gauge chosen in the beginning of Sec. II, φ2 = pi, and
φ1 = pi−Φ2 .
The effective band of the truncated ladder, which we
label as ′q, can be written in terms of the new parameters
t1 and t2. In the limit L→∞, the band reads
′q ∼ −2∣t1∣ cos(q − φ1) − 2∣t2∣ cos(2q − φ2). (18)
The characteristic Meissner (single band minimum) to
Vortex (two band minima) transition for δ = 0 (Φ = ±pi) in
SOC gases [39] occurs for Hamiltonian (17) at ∣t2/t1∣ = 1/4
when L → ∞. The value is found by solving ∂2′q
∂q2
= 0.
Around this value, ∣t4∣ ≪ ∣t1∣, ∣t2∣, as shown in Fig. 3(a)
for different trajectories t2(Ω) at δ = 0 and γ fixed. Thus,
the transition is accurately captured in the effective tri-
angular ladder truncation. In the figure, only the points
fulfilling ∆ > 0 are included. Observe that when γ is
made smaller, the trajectories t2(Ω) can no longer cross
the transition while fulfilling the gap condition.
Likewise, in this situation U(q) = ei(θq/2)σy ,
where σy is the Pauli matrix and where tan(θq) =
−2Ω/(4t sin(q) sin(γ/2) + δ), and we have
U0,+1/2 = cos(θq/2) , U0,−1/2 = − sin(θq/2). (19)
From their Fourier series, we obtain the corresponding
coefficients Cl,l′ in (13), which are plotted in Fig. 3(b)
as a function of γ for Ω = t and scaled to the largest
term C0,0 ≤ 1. Only the three next largest contributions
are included, C1,1, C1,−1, and C0,2, with the rest of them
being orders of magnitude smaller.
When Ω ∼ t, the coefficient C0,0 is roughly one order
of magnitude larger than the next leading terms. Hence,
for Ω ≥ t it is safe to keep only the terms proportional
to C0,0 and rewrite the interacting Hamiltonian for the
effective ladder as
Hint ≃∑
n
(U0NnNn +U1NnNn+1)
+∑
n
(−U1Nnb†n+1bn−1 +U2Nnb†n+2bn +H.c.) ,
(20)
where we drop the contribution proportional to the total
number of particles. Here we define the density operator
in the truncated basis as Nn = b†nbn and the coefficients
2U0 = UC0,0C0,0,
2U1 = UC0,0C1,1 ≃ −UC0,0C1,−1,
2U2 = UC0,0C0,2, (21)
where we use Cl,l′ = C∗l′,l. In Fig. 3(c) we show the ratio
between the different coefficients as a function of Ω. Both
U1/U0 and U2/U0 decrease fast when Ω/t is increased,
and C0,0 approaches 1. For large Ω, the total effective
Hamiltonian can be truncated to
H ≈∑
n
[− (t1b†n+1bn + t2b†n+2bn +H.c.) + U2 N2n] , (22)
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Figure 3. (Color online)Next-to-leading-order terms in the truncated Hamiltonian: (a) ∣t4/t1∣ as a function of ∣t2/t1∣ at
δ = 0 near the single-minimum to two-minima transition at ∣t2/t1∣ = 0.25, for different fixed values of γ/pi (0.5,0.55,0.6,0.7,0.8).
Only the points in (Ω, γ) that yield a positive band-gap ∆ are included. (b) Coefficients Cl,l′ in the Fourier expansion of
the density operator (13) as a function of γ for Ω = t, and δ = 0. Only the three largest next-to-leading-order coefficients are
represented, scaled to the leading term coefficient C0,0. (c) C1,1, C1,−1 and C0,2 as a function of Ω for fixed γ = pi and δ = 0,
scaled to C0,0.
which is analogous to a triangular ladder configuration
with onsite interactions. As shown in Fig. 2, depend-
ing on the parameters of the system, the ratio ∣t2/t1∣
can range from 0 to +∞. The interaction strength, on
the other hand, is limited by the condition on the band
gap, roughly ∆ ≫ UNn ∼ UNn. However, as Ω is in-
creased, the energy gap increases while the band range
δ decreases (see Fig. 1(c)), and so the maximum al-
lowed interaction strength is increased while all the tun-
neling coefficients decrease fast. Therefore, both regimes,
U0 ≫ ∣t1∣, ∣t2∣ and U0 ≪ ∣t1∣, ∣t2∣, can in principle be ex-
plored within the lowest band approximation, even if
U ∼ t. It is worth mentioning that, for a given lattice
depth V0, the interaction strength can be independently
tuned by adjusting the transverse confinement. In the
next section we will focus on the strongly interacting
regime within the effective ladder, which can be mapped
into a frustrated triangular spin ladder with adjustable
flux.
IV. STRONGLY INTERACTING LIMIT:
HARD-CORE BOSON REGIME
For sufficiently large Raman coupling Ω, the lowest-
band dispersion is largely suppressed with respect to the
gap to the second band (see Fig. 1(c)), such that ∆⋙
δ. In this regime we can consistently consider strong in-
teractions within the effective triangular ladder described
by Hamiltonian (22) and study it in the hard-core-boson
(HCB) approximation. That is, for ∆ ≫ U ≫ ∣t1∣, ∣t2∣
double occupancies in the triangular ladder are largely
suppressed, such that (b†i , bj)→ (S+i , S−j ) and (22) can be
mapped into J1 − J2 XX-Hamiltonian on a chain
H ∼ −∑
j
(t1S−j S+j+1 + t2S−j S+j+2 +H.c.) . (23)
For ∣Φ∣ = pi, or equivalently, t1/t2 < 0, such chain has
been studied in detail in [70, 71]. There, the authors
find that the system at half-filling presents two distinct
phases in the absence of nearest-neighbor interactions.
At ∣t2∣ ≈ ∣t1∣/3, the system undergoes a BKT type phase
transition from a gapless superfluid (SF) to a gapped
bond-ordered (BO) phase. The bond-ordered phase is
characterized by a nonzero value in the thermodynamic
limit of the bond-order parameter
OBO(L) = 1
L
∑
j
(−1)j ⟨S+j S−j+1 + S−j S+j+1⟩ . (24)
Furthermore, the system is solvable at t2 = −t1/2, where it
dimerizes in the presence of frustration and is analogous
to the Majumdar-Ghosh (MG) model [75].
Such scenario is reproduced by Hamiltonian (23) when
δ = 0. Moreover, at nonzero detuning, the presence of a
staggered flux modifies the stability of the BO phase and
the region for which the SF-BO phase transition occurs.
In Fig. 4(a) we plot the SF-BO phase diagram of (23)
as a function of ∣t2/t1∣ and 0 < Φ < pi (we exploit the re-
flection symmetry of (23)). Similarly as done in [70], the
boundary of the gapped phase is located by computing
the single-particle excitation gap
GL = E(L,N + 1) +E(L,N − 1) − 2E(L,N), (25)
where E(L,N) is the energy of the ground state for a
ladder of L sites and N particles. The onset of a nonzero
value of the single-particle excitation energy gap in the
thermodynamic limit, GL→∞, sets the boundary separat-
ing the SF and BO phases. The value of GL→∞ is extrap-
olated by polynomial fitting from the gap of finite sized
spin chains. As described in [79], this allows to compute
the gap at low computational cost with DMRG. For the
results shown in Fig. 4 we compute GL using the ITen-
sor library for chains with 2L ∈ [160,240], with 8 sweeps
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Figure 4. (Color online) Phase diagram in the hard-core boson limit: (a) Phase diagram indicating the boundaries
between the SF and BO phases in the ∣t2/t1∣ - Φ plane. In solid (dashed) red it is plotted a trajectory in parameter space at
δ = 0 (δ = 0.15t), γ/pi = 0.93 and Ω ∈ [0,25t] for which condition (26) is fulfilled. The red square indicates the position of the
MG point. The yellow triangle and blue circle highlight the position of the boundaries of the BO phase across the δ = 0.15t. (b)
Effective tunneling ratio ∣t2/t1∣ (purple lines) and tunneling strength ∣t1∣/t (green lines) as a function of Ω and for γ/pi = 0.93,
in correspondence to the trajectories highlighted in (a), where δ = 0 (solid dark) and δ = 0.15t (dotted light). The blue circle,
yellow triangle, and red square are in correspondence to figure (a). (c) Extrapolated energy gap in the thermodynamic limit
G∞ and bond-order parameter for a chain of size 100, OBO(100) as a function of ∣t2/t1∣ across the trajectories highlighted in
(a): for δ = 0 in solid and dotted lines, respectively, and δ = 0.15t in dashed and dashed-dotted lines respectively.
and bond dimension up to D = 300 to reach convergence.
We consider the sampled points within the gapped phase
when the extrapolated value G∞ > 10−3. The BO phase
arises from frustration, and the region in which the BO
phase stabilizes rapidly vanishes when pi −Φ increases.
In Fig. 4(a), the lines that cross the boundary corre-
spond to two trajectories in parameter space (Ω, γ, δ)
for which the HCB regime can be considered: the onsite
interaction energy per pair is constrained to fulfill
∆ ≥ 102 max(∣t1∣, ∣t2∣), (26)
that is, we require that there exist at least an energy
separation between the band gap and the effective tun-
nelings of two orders of magnitude. The solid (dashed)
line collects the set of points in parameter space obtained
at γ/pi = 0.93 and δ = 0 (δ = 0.15t) by varying the Ra-
man coupling strength from Ω = 0 up to Ω = 25t that
fulfill condition (26). Larger values of Ω are disregarded,
as they challenge the tight-binding assumption made in
Sec. II in the regimes considered for V0. Naturally, this is
not a fundamental limit, and can be overcome by having
a larger lattice depth, V0 > 10, yet at the cost of scaling
down the energy scale of the lattice, t. The correspond-
ing values of ∣t2/t1∣ and ∣t1∣/t along both lines are plotted
as a function of Ω in Fig. 4(b). In both Fig. 4(a) and
Fig. 4(b), the blue triangle and the yellow triangle are
placed at the points where the SF-BO transition takes
place along the δ = 0.15t trajectory. The red square in-
dicates the position of the integrable MG point at δ = 0.
We observe that a return to superfluidity after the SF-
BO transition is expected for small and nonzero Raman
detuning, which can be in principle explored in realistic
experimental setups. In Fig. 4(c) the extrapolated en-
ergy gap G∞ and the bond-order parameter OBO (see
(24)) for a chain of size L = 100 are shown as a function
of ∣t2/t1∣ across the corresponding trajectories.
For the trajectories plotted in Fig. 4, we have fixed the
Raman detuning δ and momentum kR and scanned with
the Raman intensity Ω as a single parameter. This is
experimentally convenient as the whole set of points can
be covered by varying only one dynamically adjustable
parameter. In turn, as displayed in Fig. 4(b), ∣t1∣/t has
a very soft dependency on Ω at a given value of γ (the
bandwidth decreases very slowly at large Ω). This al-
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Figure 5. (Color online) Energy scales at the MG point:
Set of values of Ω, ∣t1/t∣ and ∆/∣t1∣ as a function of γ com-
patible with the MG point with ∣t2/t1∣ = 0.5 and Φ = pi. The
dashed blue curve indicates the scale separation between the
characteristic scale of the effective ladder ∣t1∣ and the gap to
the higher band in the original ladder ∆. The HCB and
the lowest-band approximations taken simultaneously require∣t1∣ ≪ U ≪ ∆. Thus, on the one hand the dashed blue curve
should be indicatively above one. On the other hand, too large
values of ∆ ∼ 2Ω, challenge the tight-binding condition. See
the main text for further details.
8lows to keep the same characteristic time scale ∝ 1/∣t1∣
along the whole trajectory at fixed γ. Notice, although,
that the phase diagram in Fig. 4(a) is represented as a
function of only the two parameters Φ and ∣t2/t1∣. This
means that each point corresponds in fact to a collection
of points in parameter space (Ω, γ, δ). For the model
developed here, the set of suitable values for Ω is lower-
bounded by the HCB approximation and upper-bounded
by the tight-binding approximation. The accuracy of the
former increases with larger Ω (∆/∣t1∣ ∼ 2Ω/∣t1∣), while
the opposite is true for the latter. Thus, for any given
point in the diagram, it can be convenient to adjust γ to
allocate Ω within a suitable range, as shown in Fig. 5.
Let us briefly comment on the expected experimen-
tal uncertainties in determining the parameters (Ω, γ, δ)
and thus the phase diagram in Fig. 4. In experiments,
the laser wavelengths and angles of incidence, and thus
γ ∝ λL cos(θR)/(λR cos(θL)), can be adjusted essentially
with arbitrary precision. Furthermore, expected minor
uncertainty in the Rabi coupling (δΩ ≲ ±1t ∼ 0.03ER for
a real-space tunnelling t ∼ 102Hz are currently achiev-
able [80]) does not hinter the location of the BO phase
and reflect in minor uncertainties in the location of the
phase boundary. The more sensitive parameter is thus
the detuning δ, whose stability depends on the bias mag-
netic field responsible for the Zeeman split between the
two internal states employed. Given that the BO phase
predicted here is only realized very close to δ = 0, uncer-
tainties in δ should not exceed ±0.1t. The sensitivity to
magnetic fluctuations can be downplayed for instance by
employing rf-dressed states [81–83].
Finally, we would like to stress that the HCB regime
studied here is assumed within the triangular ladder map-
ping: we do not require that U ≫ t, since t1, t2 can be
much smaller than t. This supposes a departure from the
treatment of the two-leg ladder with flux done in [45, 48],
where they assume the onsite interaction energy per pair
to be much larger than both the interleg and intraleg
tunneling ratios to study the HCB limit. Moreover, the
authors consider onsite interactions in each site of the
rectangular ladder, unlike the case with a synthetic sec-
ond dimension that we consider. At the single-particle
level both systems are equivalent. However, in the case
of two real dimensions the interacting energy per pair
of sites is halved with respect to the synthetic dimen-
sion scenario presented here. This makes the HCB ap-
proximation within the effective triangular ladder more
restrictive in the realisation there discussed, as larger
intraleg-interleg tunneling ratios (Ω/t) would be required
to achieve the same regime, further threatening the tight-
binding approximation. Thus, a ladder with synthetic di-
mensions appears to be favorable in order to realize the
physics we describe in this section.
A. Properties of the bond-ordered phase
The BO insulating phase is better understood by look-
ing at the properties of the state at the MG point, at
Φ = pi and t2 = −0.5t1 < 0, where the system is solvable
[84]. In the thermodynamic limit (L → ∞), the ground
state is degenerate at this point. The two ground states∣ψe,o⟩ are given by a product state of triplet spin states
defined on pairs of consecutive sites
∣ψe,o⟩ = ⊗
j∈even/odd
∣↑j↓j+1⟩ + ∣↓j↑j+1⟩√
2
. (27)
At finite chain sizes, the degeneracy is broken when the
chain has an even number of sites. Still, the bond order
parameter OBO is exactly 0.5 at the MG point, regardless
of the length of the chain.
The bond-ordered phase can be regarded as a valence
bond crystal [65] with dimerized triplet states instead
of singlets. In the dressed-atom basis, such states cor-
respond to having an atom per pair of sites, oscillating
between each site within the pair (the dressed-atom ba-
sis is essentially determined in terms of the original spin
states by the eigenstates of the single-particle Hamilto-
nian (15)).
It is well known that dimerization transitions take
place in spin chains with long-range interactions with suf-
ficiently strong frustrated next-nearest-neighbor interac-
tions [75]. In frustrated spin chains, the dimerization
transition is driven by a perturbation which becomes
marginally relevant in the bond-ordered phase, with an
initially exponentially small energy gap [85]. Interest-
ingly this behavior is reproduced by Hamiltonian (23)
for Φ ≲ pi, as illustrated in Fig. 4(c).
The HCB Hamiltonian (23) for Φ = pi describes a par-
ticular case of long-range interacting spin chain
H =∑
j
(−JxSxj Sxj+1 − JySyj Syj+1)
+∑
j
(KxSxj Sxj+2 +KySyj Syj+2) . (28)
with Jx = Jy = t1 and Kx =Ky = t2. The above Hamilto-
nian has been studied in detail in [86] as a 1D analogue of
the deconfined quantum criticality [87] (for an extension
to power-law decay couplings see [88]).
Note that the BO phase can be determined by measur-
ing the bond-order parameter (24) in the original two-leg
square ladder. The measurement can be performed by
applying similar techniques as in [42, 89–91]. Here, in
order to project the state on the bonds and detect the
order by measuring the oscillation of the population un-
der a tilting, in addition to a superlattice that discon-
nects even and odd plaquettes, one has also to rotate
the dressed states into the original spin states. The same
method can be also employed to measure the current (see
below). Alternatively, instead of directly measuring the
current, one could study the response of the system to
a perturbation and measure it spectroscopically, as sug-
gested in [92].
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Figure 6. (Color online) Currents distribution in the ef-
fective ladder: (a) Sketch of the current patterns in the
ground state of the HCB hamiltonian (23). At frustration,
the currents are suppressed (top). The shadowed links repre-
sent the dimerized pairs. For Φ < pi, the ground state presents
a uniform zigzag current j1 (blue arrows) and arm current
j2 = −j1/2 (red arrows). (b) Current per particle j1 as a func-
tion of Φ for different values of t′ = ∣t2/t1∣ and for L = 200. (c)
Momentum distribution n(k) of the ground state for t′ = 0.5
and t′ = 0.8. For Φ = pi, a commensurate-to-incommensurate
transition occurs at t′ = 0.5, characterized by the onset of two
peaks. (d-e) Equivalent currents for a non-interacting Bose
(d) and Fermi (e) gas at zero temperature. The dashed lines
in (d) represent the departure from the zero temperature solu-
tions at finite temperature. In (e) the currents are evaluated
at quarter filling. In both cases, the discontinuities in the
currents are due to the finite size of the chains.
B. Current distribution in the triangular ladder
Now we look at the current distribution in the ground
state in the HCB limit, and compare it to the single-
particle scenario discussed in Sec. III. In the HCB map-
ping, the spin current from site i to site i+ l in the lattice
is given by
⟨ji,i+l⟩ = −2∣tl∣Im (eiφl⟨S−i S+i+l⟩) . (29)
The system presents a “zigzag” rung current ji,i+1 in
one direction and an arm current ji,i+2 in the opposite
direction, as schematically represented in Fig. 6(a). For
the finite-size chains, we define the currents per particle
as jl = 2L ∑i ji,i+l. Across the whole phase diagram the
density is uniform and the net current between consec-
utive dimerized pairs of sites is zero, which implies that
ji,i+1 = −2ji,i+2, for any i.
The current j1 is represented in Fig. 6(b) as a func-
tion of the flux Φ. For comparison, the analogous single-
particle current j˜(b)1 = ∂Eg/∂φ1 is represented in Fig.
6(d). Here, Eg = ⟨Hn.i.⟩g is the ground state energy
per particle for the single-particle Hamiltonian (17). At
zero temperature, this energy corresponds to the min-
imum of the band (18). For non-interacting fermions,
the currents are given by j(f)1 = 2tL ∑q nq cos(q+Φ/2) and
j
(f)
2 = − 2tL ∑q nq cos(2q), where nq is the occupancy of
the band mode q. At quarter filling, j(f)1 is represented in
Fig. 6(e). The two-minima regime in the dispersion band
can be distinguish by the presence of a discontinuity in
the derivative of the current ∂j(f)1 (Φ)/∂Φ. As expected,
when t2 is small, the HCB system behaves similarly as a
non-interacting fermion gas (superfluid phase and similar
current distribution). As t2 is made larger, the system de-
parts from the free fermion picture, and correlated terms
become increasingly dominant. Fermions and hard-core
bosons behave similarly regarding their local density and
currents. However, they differ considerably in momen-
tum space, with bosons exhibiting a peaked distribu-
tion. In Fig. 6(c), we plot the momentum distribution
n(q) = 1
L ∑ij eiq(i−j)⟨S+i S−j ⟩. At t2 = 0.5t1 the system un-
dergoes a commensurate-to-incommensurate transition,
characterised by the onset of two peaks for larger values
of t2. Similarly as with free fermions, the equal popula-
tion of the two peaks at frustration prevents the system
from having nonzero current densities. When the sys-
tem moves away from frustration, i.e., Φ ≠ (2k + 1)pi the
current density rapidly increases.
In the non-interacting limit, by contrast, a superposi-
tion of the two plane waves in the two-degenerate-minima
regime (∣t2∣ > 0.25∣t1∣) cannot be stabilized at zero tem-
perature, and the system spontaneously occupies one of
the two minima, which yield non-vanishing currents even
at frustration. Contrarily, interactions protect against
the spontaneous occupation of a single peak in the HCB
system. This picture is partly recovered for free bosons at
finite temperature (see Fig. 6(d)). However, notice how
for both HCB and free fermions the current decreases
with t2 after reaching its maximum value, while the single
particle current converges fast to j(b)1 t2→∞Ð→ 2t sin(Φ/2).
Contrary to both the free boson and fermion cases,
the behavior of the current in the HCB limit does not
capture the commensurate to incommensurate transition.
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In addition, correlations appear to have a minor role on
the current and density distribution in the ground state.
V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
In this work we have shown that Bose gases with
Raman-induced artificial SOC in 1D lattices can be em-
ployed to explore the physics of two-leg triangular ladder
configurations. By controlling the strength, the detun-
ing, and the Raman momentum kick kR (i.e., the angle
of incidence of the Raman dressing beams), the differ-
ent parameters of the effective triangular ladder can be
widely adjusted, including a staggered flux that can range
from pi at the Raman resonance to zero. The mapping is
obtained in the spin-1/2 system following a lowest-band
truncation of the Hamiltonian. While in the original
semisynthetic square ladder the interactions have an in-
trinsic nonlocal character, in the truncated ladder they
can be made onsite, even in the case of asymmetric in-
teractions between the spin states. Exploiting the large
separation between the bandwidth of the lowest band and
the energy gap to the higher band, we have shown that
both the weakly and the strongly interacting regimes of
the triangular ladder can be covered within the mapping.
Following a hard-core boson treatment of the effective
ladder, we have studied the properties of the resulting
spin chain. At half-filling, the fully frustrated ladder re-
alizes an antiferromagnetic XX-spin model, which dis-
plays a superfluid phase and a bond-order gapped phase
separated by a BKT-type phase transition. We show that
the bond-order phase is accessible in the SOC system and
can also be stabilized for fluxes close but different from
pi. Notably, the phase arises for moderate interactions
in the semisynthetic square ladder (the hard-core boson
regime is considered within the effective triangular lad-
der). This supposes a departure from the conventionally
explored strongly interacting regime in the two-leg ladder
with flux. To the best of our knowledge, such dimerized
phase has not been described previously for SOC Bose
gases in the lattice.
Our study opens interesting perspectives. On the
one hand, it shows that semisynthetic SOC coupled lat-
tices provide an alternative, practical, and scalable plat-
form for the experimental realization of frustrated spin
chains/triangular ladders with staggered fluxes, beyond
trapped ions (where the flux can be engineered by a pe-
riodic driving as suggested in [93, 94]), Rydberg atoms
(where the flux can be engineered by exploiting the an-
gular dependence of the Rydberg interaction between
p-wave Rydberg state, as very recently experimentally
demonstrated in [95]), and cold atoms trapped along pho-
tonic crystals waveguides (as proposed in [96], where the
interactions are mediated by guided virtual photons in a
photonic band gap). On the other hand, our study poses
intriguing theoretical questions, for instance, about the
fate of the deconfined critical phase transition for fluxes
Φ ≠ pi, and about the nature and the interpretation of
BO phase from the fractional quantum Hall perspective.
To this end, it can be extremely helpful to repeat the
derivation of the effective Hamiltonian for the triangu-
lar ladder from the square flux ladder using bosonization
and/or renormalization group approaches [97, 98], see for
instance [99] and [100] for recent applications of these
techniques to quasi-1D bosonic and fermionic systems,
respectively.
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